
TOPSEAL  Factory-Applied Urethane Finish

Saves time on maintenance
Saves money on life-cycle costs

Saves the environment 

 TOPSEAL IS...
 

• A factory-applied urethane finish that creates a “no-wax” floor.  It protects, 
reduces scuffing and simplifies routine maintenance. It is now available as 
standard on Lonseal’s most popular smooth and wood grain products. 

• Applied as a surface coating measuring 30-microns — three times thicker 
than most PUR finishes — and extends the life of the flooring by protecting it 
from wear due to staining and soiling. 

• An eco-friendly formulation that incorporates Lonseal’s GreenAir® technology 
for low VOCs as well as GreenMedic® for increased microbial resistance.  

• Included in select Lonseal flooring products for commercial industries.  All 
flooring products with the Topseal finish are FloorScore® certified 

LONDECK SOL
As part of Lonseal’s exterior flooring series, LONDECK SOL is a resilient exterior sheet vinyl 
with a cool-touch technology that reflects the sun’s rays and reduces the surface temperature up 
to 10%. Londeck Sol exhibits a leather grain pattern. It withstands high volumes of pedestrian 
traffic and weather-wear. Because of its versatility, Londeck Sol can be utilized in spaces such as 
pools, hotel and condo decks, boats and stairways.  
Roll Size: 8’6” (2.59 m) wide x 60’ (18.3 m).

LONDECK SOL

EXTERIOR
D991
CLAY DUST

D992 
OVERCAST

D993 
PURE EARTH

D994 
DESERT KHAKI

Londeck #D991 Clay Dust

Note: Due to printing process limitations, printed colors may not match the actual product colors.  If color match is critical, please request a sample at  800.832.7111 or  310.830.7111.  
For the most up-to-date color choices, go to LONSEAL.COM

LONSEAL’S TOPSEAL PRODUCTS

LD203 Celeste

Londante features a hypnotic cross-hatch pattern that imparts a distinctly 
Italian flavor to any interior space.  It’s delicately-etched lines suggest intricate 
marble and stone textures, while saturated colors stand strikingly on their own 
or compliment a wide array of wood looks and solids.  Available in 7 warm 
colors.

LONDANTE

LD203 CELESTE

As Lonseal’s foremost eco-friendly product, Loneco® is comprised of over 50% 
recycled content and features elegant organic colors that easily conceal scuffing 
and soiling. Loneco® has been utilized in such diverse commercial spaces as 
Evergreen Hospital in Washington and Volkswagen dealerships nationwide.  
Available in 16 pleasing neutral colors.

LONECO®

E7216 MINT

Utilizing the same Loneco® formulation of 50% recycled content, Loneco® Linen 
features a loose woven design that gives a hip, stylish touch to any interior 
space. An abstracted take on a fabric look, Loneco Linen suggests the delicacy 
of cloth while its hue variations and slightly pebbled texture provide strength 
and durability.  Available in 7 elegant colors.

LONECO®  LINEN   

EL331 OATMEAL3 32

FEATURES (sizes shown are nominal)
Roll Width:      8 ft. 6 in. (2.59 m) 
Roll Length:     60 ft. (18.3 m)
Overall Thickness:    0.080 in. (2.0 mm)
Wear Layer Thickness:  0.031 in. (0.08 mm)
Weight:        0.6 lbs./sq. ft., 295 lbs./roll




